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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE l;ROBLE'M 
Purpose and Scope of the study 
Nature of the investig a tion. This study will attemp t to 
validate instructors grades in a gener a l education physical 
science course a t Bo s ton Univer s ity Junior College, u sing 
various tests as criteria. A science achievement test a nd a 
test of science reasoning and understanding will be s.e l ected 
as criteria to be used in the valida tion. This involve s find -
ing the rel ationship between each of the tests selected as 
criteria and instructors' grades. In addition , an attemp t 
will be made to determine the value of thes e tests in terms of 
predictability of academic g rades in the phy s ical science 
cour se . To a ccompli sh this, a multi ple correl a tion will be 
obtained among the science achievement t es t, t he te s t of sci-
ence re asoning and u n de r s t an d ing , an d i nstruc to rs ' g r ades. 
Si nce one of t he c ondi tion i n g f actors influencing the 
v e. lidation of g r ades is reed ing abili t~ , a S'lb8idiar y study 
will b e ma de to determine the rel a tionship betwe en rea ding 
ability and instructors' grades. 
S~ope of the inquiry. This study will concern its elf 
with members of the graduating class of 1 9 55 at Boston Uni-
versity Junior Colleg e. According to the official enrollment 
report from the President's office (October 15, 1953) this 
class originally consisted of 677 members who enrolled at the 
Junior College in the fall of 1953 . Of this number, 147 com-
pleted the two-year general education program. Several fac-
tors were responsible for the large decrease in the size of 
the class. A substantial number of students was tr ansferred 
to other colleges within Boston University at the end of the 
first year. A few tr ansferred to other institutions. Another 
sizeable group elected to pursue the business program at the 
Junior College during the second year. This program is sepa-
rate from the general education p rogram and, therefore, these 
students were not a vailable for consideration in this study. 
In addition, ac~demic failure and withdrawal for financial or 
other reasons accounted for some further reduction. 
Of the 193 students who continued to pursue the general 
education prog ram during their second year, this study will 
consider 102 . The reason for this further decre a se is due to 
lack of complete data on some students. This study, there-
fore, will concern itself with the 102 students for whom com-
plete data are available on science grades for the second se-
mester of the sophomo re year, scores on a test of science rea-
soning and understanding, and scores on a science achievement 
test. 
Justification of the studv. In p lanning a course of 
study in the physlc B.l sciences, as in any other area, it is 
Z . 
necessary to decide beforehand what the objectives of the 
course will be and, having made this decision, to determine 
the means by which the objectives may be a ttained. 
Writing about the objectives of education, Paul Dressel 
states: 
There have been many diverse attempts to 
provide a definitive statement of objectives for 
all levels of American education, but neither 
the bri efer beatitudes nor t h e lengthier litanies 
h a v e p rovided a set of unequi voc 13.l operating prin-
ciples for the guidance of teachers. 
2/ 
Dressel- points out the need for "some i ntegr a ting pur-
y 
pose to which all educational activity c an be related lest the 
very multiplicity of objectives p rove frustrating." 
'§/ 
Dre ssel discu sses briefly the many proposed educational 
obj ectives and indicates: 
Yet, the advoc a tes of all these conflicting 
views do have in common the conviction that ef-
fective educ a tion must be, in a broad sense, use-
ful in living . It should be p ossible to draw from 
this agreement a principle acceptable to all 
concerned. 
v Dressel come s to the crux of his discussion in the 
y-Paul L. Dressel, "Critical Thinking ," National Educatio~ 
~~ sociation Journa l 44, October, 1955, pp. 418-420. 
O:e_ . ~., Dressel, p. 418. 
Op. cit., Dressel, pp . 418-419. 
Op. cit., Dressel, P• 419. 
3, 
following manner: 
One of the distinctive characteristics of 
man is his ability to reason and to use the 
recorded experiences of mankind in so doing. 
It is fitting that the cultivation of this 
ability be the focus and end of all education. 
y 
In justification of this view, Dressel states the fol-
lowing: 
Every individual i.s continually faced with 
the task of making wise choices which require 
thought and judgment. These choices permit, al-
tho they do not necessarily require, creativity 
in envisioning alterna tives. They not only re-
quire knowledge but demand the placing of that 
knowledge in a meaningful context. The thought 
processes and judgments involved must be as-
signed priority over all other possible inte-
grating principles. 
No one can be equally facile about thinking 
in all areas, but t h ere are certain aspects of 
critical thinking which pervade all areas of 
knowledge, Respect for exact information and 
concern about its adequacy, recognition of ex-
plicit or implicit assumptions, detection of 
inconsistencies, creation of new ideas, and 
evaluation of the adequacy or validity of a con-
clusion or work are involved in communication, 
in science, in literature, and in the arts. 
Such evidence as there is points to the 
development of critical thinking as a long-term 
task in which but small gains will be shown for 
any particular course. It is, therefore, of the 
utmost importance that fostering the ability to 
think critically beca~e the aim of all teachers 
for the entire period of a student's schooling. 
l/ Op. cit., Dressel, p p . 419-420. 
Wbatever integration of knowledge is possible 
for a g iven individual takes place only in the mind 
of that individual, and the extent to which this is 
possible depends on the critical thinkin~ ability 
of that person. 
y 
B. Lamar Johnson recognizes cri.tical thinking as a major 
objective of general education when he states : 
Critical thinking is here conceived not only 
as including the scholar 1 s and researcher· 1 s proc-
esses at high levels of abstraction, but a lso 
thqse used in the solu tion of day-to-day problems, 
mak i ng of minute-to-minute decisions, the judgmen t 
of common situations, such a s how to set up per-
sonal sp ending and budg eting, and the assessmen t of 
human relations a~d vocational responsibilities. 
Effectively dealing with day-to-day problems neces-
sitates (1) basing decisions, attitudes, and behav-
ior on known facts or the best-informed opinion, 
\2) knowing where and ho w to g et pertinent i nforma-
tion, and (~) knowing how to apply all a cquired and 
relevant factors to the problem or issue at hand. 
Thus recognized, the p rocess of critical thinking be-
comes of central importance in daily living and in 
mak~ng g eneral education a continuing life-long proc-
ess with special stress at the junior colleg e level 
wh~re weighty decisions as to self, c areer, and ma r-
riage p ress upon young p ersons. 
The importanc e of critical t h inking as an objec t ive o f 
y 
education is further recognized by Phebe Ward in the follow-
ing statement: 
y B. Lamar Johnson, General Education in Action, American 
Council on Education, Washing ton, D.-c., 1952 , pp. 25-2o. 
Phebe Ward, Terminal Education in the Junior College, 
Harper and Brot~ers, 1947, p . 197 
5. 
Educating for the personal development of the 
student should be the goal of all educational insti-
tutions. 1Jilhere, if not during the last years of 
one's formal education, should such skills be devel-
oped as the abil i t y to think critically, to evaluate 
argument, to express ideas, and to appreciate aes-
thetic values? 
It wo uld seem, therefore, that the goal of encourag ing 
critical t h inking is a valid one for a course in the physical 
sciences in a general education program. Certainly , it is not 
the sole objective, but perhaps it is the most important one 
with which other objectives can be integrated . In a modern 
society where the emphasis on science is steadily increasing, 
it is i mportant that students be able to exercise reason and 
understanding in reading and evaluating scientific articles 
for lay consumption, and in rendering judgment in connection 
with proposed scientific projects to be undertaken by various 
branches of our government. 
- y 
James B. Conant expresses this view forcefully: 
Every American citizen, if he is sufficiently 
youthful and ambitious, is a potential leader of 
h is community a.nd may ultimately be responsible for 
decisions and expenditures. In public health and 
medicine, or in business, as a manager or labor 
leader, he may be hard pressed in determining pol-
icy involving science or its applications; or just 
as a plain man on the street, a voter, he may have 
to register his opinion on matters of high national 
import which concern research and development proj-
ects financed b"J' public funds. Of such projects in 
J ames B. Conant, Science and Corr~on Sense, Yale University 
Press, New Haven, 1951, p:-3. 
b. 
the tragic days of the 1950 's none seems of more im-
mediate significance than the development of weapons. 
Whether we like it or not, we are all immersed in an 
~ge in which the products of scientific inquiries con-
front us at every turn. IJI!e may hate them, shuider a t 
the thought of them, embrace them when they bring re-
lief from pain or snatch from death a person whom we 
love, but the one thing no one can do is to banish 
t hem . Therefore, every American citizen in the second 
half of this century would be well advised to try to 
understand both science and scientists as best he can. 
These thoughts give added impetus to the efforts of 
teachers who are concerned with the d evelopment of science 
reasoning and understanding in the student. 
In encouraging the achievement of this objective by the 
student, the deflign of the physical science curriculum is .of y 
prime i mportance. As Dressel points out: 
Emphasis on the stimulation and improvement 
of thinking requires selection of materials which 
a re or can be made relevant to the student's con-
cern or interests. 
y 
Dressel suggests that the development of critical think-
ing is a long-term task. 
It mi gh t be pointed out profitably here that the develop-
ment of a course which wi ll help students to achieve t h is ob-
jective is an unending p rocess. The course must be constantly 
i/ Op. cit., Dressel, p. 420. 
gj Ibid. 
7. 
revised in the light of new scientific knowledge and coristant-
ly evaluated with respect to the topics covered, materials 
and techniques used, and the demonstrations performed in 
terms of their success in meeting the needs of the student in 
achieving critical thinking. In order to make this possible, 
the use of evaluative instr1nnents which will measure the stu-
dent's achievement of science reasoning and understanding is 
necessary. 
Finally, it is desirable to be able to predict the proba-
bility of a student's success in a general education science 
program, so that more adequate guidance may be provided for 
the student during the course of study to enable him to 
achieve at his highest possible level. 
1/ 
As Crawford and Burnham- point out with respect to ·'pre-
diction: 
The forecasting of educable promise, whether 
general or directional, is an important aim of 
most grading and e~amining processes. 
It is hoped t h at the cor r elation of science grades with 
a test of science reasoning and understanding and with a sci-
ence achievement test will reveal some relationships which 
will indicate the level of attainment of science reasoning 
y Albert B. Crawford and .Paul s. Burnham, Forecasting Col-
lege Achievement, Yale Universi-cy .Press, New Eaven, l94o, 
p. 69. 
8 . 
and understanding and the general level of achievement of sci-
entific knowledge among sophomore students at Boston Univer-
sity Junior College. 
It is further hoped that relationships will be revealed 
which will sugg est areas for further study, which may lead to 
hi gher levels of prediction of probable student success in 
science and to sugg estions for i mprovement in the curriculum 
from the point of view of incre a sing the level of achievement 
of science reasoning and understanding among students in gen-
eral education physical science courses. 
Setting of the Study 
Nature and objectives of the Junior College program. 
The nature of Boston University Junior College program is con-
siderably different from that of most junior colleges. It 
mi ght be desirable, therefore, to offer a description of the 
nature and objectives of the general education program at 
Boston University Junior College in order that the reader may 
be more familiar with the setting for this study. y 
Judson R. Butler, Dean of the Junior College, describes 
the dev~lopment of g eneral education at Boston Universit~ in 
y Judson R. Butler, "A Pro gram in General and Developmental 
Studies for Preshmen and Sophomores;" this is an unpub-
lished article which will be incorporated into the 1956-5? 
issue of the Boston Unive rsity Junior College Bulletin. 
9. 
the following manner: 
At Boston University, in addition to a ma rked 
expansion in t he areas of specialized instruction, 
in r e search activities and training in the learned 
professions, there has long been serious concern 
for the dev e lopment of carefully pa. tterned progra.ms 
in general education. In 1938, a core curriculum in 
"American Civilization 11 was instituted at the School 
of Education by the late Dean J.P. Davis; the Col-
leg e of General Education was established by the for-
mer President, Daniel L. Marsh, in 1946; and under 
the leadership of the present head of the University, 
President Harold c. Case, the Junior Colleg e was 
initiated in 1952. 
ll 
Dean Butler explains next the program at the Junior Col-
lege. He states: 
The program in basic or general studies for 
freshmen and sophomores at Boston University Jun-
ior Colleg e is preparation for specialized and 
professional training in the upper divisions of 
university work. The student entering the Junior 
College will normally be able to earn an Associate 
in Arts degree in two years, and, if qualified, to 
earn a Bachelor's degree after two more years of 
college study. 
The primary value of the Junior College, how-
ever, is not to be found in an accounting of aca-
demic credits, an Associate's degree, or even in 
the opportunity to qualify for a Baccalaureate de-
gree. The principal advantag e afforded is the op-
portunity to acquire not only the tools, but the 
basic ing redients of a college education. 
y Ibid. 
• 
o. 
y 
Dean Butler goes on to describe these ingredients as 
follows: 
Briefly stat ed , the course of study at the 
Junior College provides the tools of scholarship 
and introduces the student to the knowledge , the 
arts and insights which dev e lop critic al t h inking 
and intellectual self-reliance. It is concerned 
with a rticulacy and accuracy; emotional maturity 
and maturity of judgment ; moral and social values; 
sensitivity to beauty and standards of evaluation; 
understanding oneself and an underst anding of the 
basic nature of man; a well-defined goal in life; 
apprecia tion for others and humane feeling s. It 
encourages activity of though t endowed with an ap-
propriate comp etency . Logically and practically 
it involves the g rowth and development of the en-
tire pe rsonality . 
Thi s is wha t the faculty means by basic gen-
eral education. Vocational training is not a 
substitute for it. It does not attemp t to anti -
cip ate or g ive ready-made answers to the p ersonal 
and social problems which may be met when the 
classroom has been loft behind. It does attempt 
to develop pe rsonal and intellectual self-reliance. 
The course of instruction is occupied with 
facts and ideas as they are shuffled, related, 
· . tested, and thrown into fresh combinations . In 
order to obtain full appreciation tha t general 
education is not made up of empty statements or 
useless formulae, concep ts and principles are ap-
plied to many kinds of problems drawn from the 
laboratory, the lit eratu r e, and from contempor ary 
life. The requir ements of such a p ro g ram are not 
fully me t, the f aculty believes, by the passive 
reception of small doses of many subjects or by 
learning n arrowly related principles; they are 
furthered by manipulation of a few general ideas 
of far-reaching importance, thoroughly understood 
in the wider contex t and in relation to the prob-
lems of our life and time. 
1/ Ibid. 
1 1 . 
y 
Dean Butler emphasizes the importance of critical think-
ing as 1:1. goal for such a program. He says: 
Like all aspects of a true education, the 
ability to think cannot be imparted; but it can 
be d e velop ed. The Junior College believes that 
there is no escape from the principle that any 
authentic or useful intellectual development is 
one phase in a larger process of self-development. 
As a means of facilitating the ar.tainment of obj ec ti v·es 
in the Junior College program, a team approach is used by the 
faculty. In describing t h is aspect of the program, Anthony, 
gj 
Livesey, Richter, and Russell first point out that the p ro-
g ram is a core curriculum in five subject-matter areas--
Humanities, Social Relations, Science, Guidance, and Co~&uni-
cations. Followi ng this, they state: 
Originally, the tea~ approach w~ s introduced 
at the Junior College in order to facilitate inte-
g ration among the various subject-matter areas in 
the curriculum. A team consisted of five instruc-
tors, one from each of the areas. Three members 
sb.ared one large office, while the Guidance and 
Communications instructors occupied private of-
fic~?s for ·the purpose of having p ersonal inter-
views with students. Classroom sections consisted 
of about twenty-five students, and each instructor 
taught the same sections and, of course, the same 
Vernon A. Anth ony, Colin Livesey, Peyton E. Richter, 
Charles H. Russell, 11 The Team Approach to General 
Education," Junior College Jou:rnal, Vol. XXVI, No. 6, 
February, 19~pp . --;?19 ... 327. 
1 2. . 
students as the other four. This arrangement al-
lowed instructors to discuss freel y the day-to~day 
problems arising in tea ching; to view problems of 
int eg ration at close rang e; and to avoid r ep etition 
in subject-matter p resentation. The initial ex -
pe rience indicated that not only did the team ap-
proach help to accomplish integration, but also 
helped the instructors to become more aware of the 
demands made on the students and on the faculty by 
the total program of study . For these reasons, the 
team system, which started a 's an experiment, has 
been continued for the past three years as an in-
tegral part of the p rogram at Boston University 
Junior College. -
y' 
Anthony, Livesey , Richter, and Russell sum up the advan-
tages of the team approach as follows: 
The team approach allows a close-range study of 
curriculum needs. It enables faculty units, in the 
closest possible relationship to the field of aca-
demic action, to work in collaboration with the var-
ious departments in determining the program of 
studies offered to students in a general education 
curriculum. 
Anoth er advantage of the team app roach is that 
it enables students to attain more knowledge rele-
v ant to their problems of living and prepares them 
better f9r applying such knowledge outside of the 
classroom. Indeed, through the extension of the 
classroom into the team office, which ideally comes 
closer to the classroom of life, students are g iven 
ample opportunity to discuss ideas outside the nar-
row confines of a classroom situation. In such an 
informal situation, the student is found to assimi-
late and comp rehend ideas and different points of 
view more rapidly as he sees them in action within 
the dynamic context of team organization and 
activity. 
~-Vernon-A. Anthony, Colin Livesey, Peyton E. Richter, · 
Charles · H. Russell, "The Team Approach to Gener a l Educa -
tion, 11 Junior Colle~ Journal, Vol. XXVI, No . 7, March, : 
1956, pp . 405-410. 
13. 
Thus, the objectives of the Junior College prog ram and 
the unusual team system of instruction provide educational 
opportunities whi ch are of e qual va lue to students who are 
p lanning to continue their education, as well as to those for 
whom t h is p ro gram will mean the end of their formal education. 
De ~cription of ~~mrse~. The g eneral education courses in 
the freshman year at the Junior Colleg e a re broken down into y 
credit hour s a s follows: 
First Semester 
__ __.. ...... --- --
Humanities 
Social Relations 
Science 
Communications 
Guidance 
Second Semester 
Humanities 
Social Rel a tion s 
Science 
Communication s 
Guidance 
Credit Hours 
- ·- - - -· - - - -
3 
4 
4 
3 
l 
~-
Credit Hours 
4 
4 
4 
3 
l 
16 
Humanities includes a study of painting , music, and liter-
ature. Social Relations deals with man in society. Science 
emphasizes man and the biolog ical world. Guidance is con-
cerned with individual psychology and connseling . Communica-
tions stresses the development of study skills and effective 
1/ Boston University Bulletin, Junior College , l~b5 -56 , p . l~ 
14. 
reading and writing . This is a prescribed p rogram for all 
· freshmen. 
In the second year of the general education p rog ram t h e y 
credit h ours are arranged as follows: 
First Semester 
Problems in Contemporary Living 
Humanities 
Science 
Gui dan ce 
Electives 
Second Semester 
~roblems in Contemporary Living 
HumP!lities 
Science 
Guidance 
Electives 
Credit Hours 
5 
3 
3 
1 
3-4 
15-1 6 
Credit Hours 
5 
3 
3 
1 
3-4 
15-16 
Problems in Conter!lporary Living considers selected p rob-
lems of modern society . Humanities deals with drrur.a and 
philosophy . Science is a study of man's physic a l environment. 
Guidance emphasizes self-analysis and occupational counseling . 
In additi on to this p rescribed core, each student t akes 
an elective course. Those students who qualify and who are 
planning to continue t h eir educ a tion beyond the two-year 
Junior Col lege p ro gram may take an elective course during 
1/ BostO:nliniVersity Bulletin, Junior Coll eg e, 1955-56 , p . lo 
15 
both semesters at other undergraduate Colleges of the Univer-
sity. Those students who do not plan to continue beyond the 
1 
two-year Junior College program may take during each semester 
II . 1 one elective cours~ offered at the Junior College. These 
J electives include The Social 
I· of Scientific Ideas, and. The 
I y' 
History of Massachusetts, Growtn 
Comic Spirit in Literature and 
I 
1 the Arts. 
Description ~the study group. The breakdown of the 
study group of 102 sophomores, with respect to age and vet-
eran status upon entering the Junior College as freshmen in 
September, 1953, is given~in Tables 1 and 2 which follow: 
TABLE 1 
Mean Age Composition of 101 Members of Study Group of 
Boston University Junior College Sophomores 
(September, 1953) 
Veterans Non-Veterans Total 
yr. --9 mo. \ 18 yr.--10 mo. 19 yr.--8 mo. 
·' .. ·-1···-·-
I Men 22 
lj wo;;~ ··· -! I 18 yr.---3 I mo. 
. l 18 yr.--3 mo. 
-· • -·--··-•r• ••" " - .. ·--1 
··+-yr.--9 mo. j 18 yr.---8 mo. I 19 yr.--5 mo. I 1 -r~-~~---~d:--w-o;~~ r _22 
I 
y Excerpted from Boston University Bulletin, Junior Col-
lege, 1955-56, pp. 15-17. 
Data in Tables 1 e.nd 2 are based on only 101 students, 
since data for age and veteran status were not available 
for one student. 
1 
-
Men 
TABLE 2 
Veteran Status of 101 Members of Study Group of 
Boston University Junior College Sophomores 
(September, 1953) 
Veterans Non-Veterans Total 
18 81 
/ women 0 
18 Total 
63 
20 
83 
20 
101 
The median age of the study group, upon entrance as 
freshmen, was 18 years and 8 months. The mean age was 
11 slightly higher (19 years and 5 months) due to the veterans 
in the class who were several years older than the non-
,l veterans. This is slightly higher than the mean age for the 1 
1 average entering college freshman class. 
I 
1 The veterans comprise about 20% of the entire study 
I 
group. VIDile this is not a normal situation in terms of 
pre-World War II classes, the distribution of this group is 
probably not significantly diffe rent from the distribution 
of sophomore classes in other colleges since the advent of 
required military service for young men. 
These factors should be considered in the interpreta-
I tion of the results obtained in this study and in comparing 
I this group with other college sophomore groups. 
CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH 
Review of Related Research 
Related research on critical thinking . Much has been 
written concerni n g critical thinking. It has been discussed y 
as an i mport ant objective of education; it h as be en defined 
2 ,3/ 
by v arious i nvestigators; and suggestions have been made as 
!I 
to methods for improving it. 
~I 
As T. B . Edward s points ou t: 
Development of the ability to do critical think -
ing is gener nlly regarded as one of the most i mpor-
tant a ims of educ a tion at all levels and in all a reas. 
This ability is g iven a high place by such authorit~ 7 tive committees as Educ a tion al Policies Commission,~ 
2£· cit., Dressel, pp. 418-420 . 
2£· cit., Johnson, p p . 25-~6. 
See bibliography for further references. 
B. 0. Smith, "Improvement of Critical Thinking ," Pro g res-
sive Educ a t i on 30 , March, 1953, p p . 1 29 -134. 
'I'. B . Edwards, "Me a su rement of Some Aspects of Critical 
Thinking, 11 Journal of Exp erimental Educ a tion 18, March, 
1950, pp. 263-278. 
Educ a tion al Polici e s Commission, The Purposes of Edu ca-
tion in Americ an Democracy, Nation al Educ ation~ssocia­
tion, -wash ing ton, D. C., 1938, p. 137. 
j_ -
y 
the Harvarg
1
Faculty, and the .American Council on 
Education.g; 
y 
However, J.P. Guilford states: 
Although thinking is usually regarded as man 's 
highest and most useful function, progress toward 
its understanding has been very slow. 
y 
Edwards suggests one result of this "slow progress to-
war·d understanding of thinking 11 when he claims: 
There are many teachers who try hard to i mp rove 
the thinking abili ty of t h eir pupils. Yet it is dif-
ficult for them to point to evidence of improvement 
resulting from their efforts. 
At least a part of this difficulty stems from a 
lack of suitable devices to measure the inevitably 
slow improvement in thinking ability. 
Nevertheless, this difficulty has not prevented investi-
ga tions from being made in connection wi th critical thinking . 
Harvard Committee, General Education in ~ Free Society, 
Harvard Univer s ity Press, Cambridge, 1946, p. 267 . 
Karl w. Bigelow, "Gener a l Education," Review of Education-
al Research XVII; Octob er, 1947, pp. 258-265. 
J.P. Guilford, "Some Recent Finding s on Thinking Abili-
ties and Their Implications, il Na.tion.al Association of 
Secondary School Principals Bulletin 07, November, 1953, 
pp . ]_ -,13. 
2£· cit., Edwards, p . 263. 
9. 
y 
T. B. Edwards states that "there are numerous studies 
concerned with teaching critical thinking." He r efers to y 
studies by "Glaser in the field of languag e-arts, Thelen 
y 
11 
in chemistry, Noll in 
y 
science, and Fawcett in geometry." y 
Edwards sums up their findings as follows: 
Each of these men concludes that it i s p os-
s ible t o teach the various subjects in such a way 
that pupils are led to think critically about prob-
lems which concern thel!l . These conclusions are 
based in part upon the results or certain tests or 
the ability to do critical thinking . 
v 
Edwards refers to other investigacors who have devel-
ope d "techniques for measurement of ability to do critical 
1J 
y 
QQ. cit., Edwards, p. 264. 
Edw ard M. Glaser, "An Experiment in the Development of 
Critical Thinking ," Contributions to Education, No. 843, 
Bureau of Publ i c a tions, Teachers Colleg e, Columbia Uni-
versity, New York, 1941, p. 212. 
Herbert A. Thelen, II A Methodolog ical s tudy of the Learn-
ing of Cherrlical Concepts and of Certain .Abilities to 
Th ink Critic ally in Freshman Chemistry' II Journal or Ex-
p erimental Edu cation XIII, September, 1944, pp . 53-75:' 
Vic tor H. Noll, "Measuring Scientific Thinking ," Teacher-s 
Colleg e Record XXXV, May, l9v4, pp. 685-693. 
Harold P. Fawcett, "The Nature of Proof,:. Thirteenth Year-
book, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Ne_w __ 
York, 1968, p. 146. 
Op. cit., Edward s, p. 264. 
Ibid. 
1( 0. 
1, 2 ,3/ 
thinking. 
y 
In the study which Edwards conducted, his purp ose was 
"the p reparation of inatruments to measure pupil ability to 
t hink critically with the facts of science." 
As a result of preliminary experiments on small g roups , 
.£I 
Edwards developed four "part tests" to measure critical 
thinking . Two of these, Part A and C, were g iven during a 
"preliminary testing" to $00 students in grades 9 through 1 4 . 
The tests were later administered to about lUOU pupils of 
aver age intelligence in g rades 10, 11, and 1 2 in the San 
Francisco Bay area. In both i ns t ances, a "steady increase" 
was found for Part A scores from the l o wer to t h e h i gher 
gra des . On Part C there was an increase in scores from the 
l oFe r to the higher 'g rades, but this increase was n ot as 
steady as in the case of Part A. 
y 
g/ 
~ 
!I 
Q/ 
Eugene R. Smith, Ralph w. Tyler, and Evaluation St aff, 
App raising and Recording Student .t'rogre ss, Vol. III, 
Ha rper and Brothers, New York, 1942, p. 550 . 
J. Wayne Wri ghtstone, Appr a isal of Experimental High 
School Practices, Bureau of Publications, Teachers Col-
l ege , Columbia University, New York, p. 194. 
See bibliog raphy for· further ref e rences. 
.QE_. cit., Edwards, p . 264. 
Op . c it .' Edw ards, pp . 265-267. 
2.. 1 
!I 
Edwards also found a significant difference in relia-
bility between Parts A and C, the reliability coefficient was 
.75 fo r grade 13 and .49 for grade 14. Reliability was also 
calculated, using a second form of Part A and Part C. By .this 
method, Part C continued to show a mueh lower reliability than 
Part A. To account for the irregular reliability coefficients 
gj 
obtained for Part C, Edwards offers the explanation that 
"pupils may not be passing judgment on these opinions at all; 
they may be giving back answers they have previously memorized." 
Since Parts A and C are tests of a different nature, his ex-
planation may have some validity. 
Y' Glaser conducted a more extensive study on critical 
thinking in 1938. A control and an experimental group were 
used, each consisting of four 12th grade classes in English. 
The experimental group was taught by "lesson units" and spe-
cial methods designed to develop critical thinking ability, 
while the control group was taught by the regular syllabi for 
the course. All students were given Tests A, B-AR, C, D, E, 
!I 
and F of the watson-Glaser Tests of Critical Thinking at the 
Q£• cit., Edwards, p. 268. 
2£• cit., Edwards, p. 270. 
Op. cit., Glaser, pp. 81-82, 85-86. 
G. B. watson and E. M. Glaser, The Watson-Glaser Tests of 
Critical Thinking, World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
New York. 
beginning of the school year and were retested in December. 
The gains made by control and experimental groups are compared 
, y 
in the table below. Gains shown represent the number of 
points change in the mean score of the experimental (E) group 
and the control (C) group on the Watson-Glaser Tests. 
Group Number Points Change in 
in Group Mean Score of Group 
Experimental 1 25 70.72 
Experimental 2 29 68.49 
Exp eri mental 3 ;52 75.53 
Experimental 4 41 63.66 
Composite Experimental 127 71.08 
· ---
Control 1 :so 36.60 
Control 2 30 50.93 
control 3 37 37.54 
Control 4 35 39.62 
Composite control 102 40.90 
gj 
Summarizing these results, Glaser points out: 
The mean gain of the experimental group over 
the control group is statistical ly significant. 
The smallest gain among the experimental classes, 
63.66 points, is greater than the largest gains 
among the control classes, which is 50.93 points. 
y 
Glaser .made a sub-sidiary study of the "relationship be-
tween critical thinking and critical reading." The Martin 
y 2E.· cit., Glaser, P• lb2. Condensed from Table 3. 
y Op. cit., Glaser, PP• 132-133. 
y .QE_. cit., Glaser, pp. 164-167. 
z .3. 
y 
Reading Comprehension Test and the Watson-Glaser Tests or 
Critical Thinking were the instruments used. Two 12th grade 
English classes took these tests and the "two classes were 
considered as one group ror purposes of increasing facility in 
gl 
making the computations." 
The correlations obtained between these tests are shown y 
in the table below: 
Correlations between the Martin Reading Comprehension Test 
and the Watson-Glaser Tests of Critical Thinking 
y 
gl 
'ij 
11 
Martin Reading 
Comprehension Test 
with 
_:«~_!;- ~~P._:-c;J-. .a~-~-~--- :J;J].i t~ al _ c_o:m_pq si ~e 
.. .W~t§o_~-cr~aser f{etes_t Qompo s:t. t~ 
Watson-Gl aser A _ 
__ _w~ts_on~Glaser B-AR 
Watson-Glaser C 
watscin~Glaser · :D 
Watson:-Glaser E 
Watson-Glaser F 
11 Glaser points out: 
Coerficient of 
Correlation 
.79~ 
.816 
-. ~-:36), 
·?Q2 
.743 
. ·:4~2 
.491 
-·· ·;ri67. 
A fairly high correlation, .769, was found be-
tween initial composite scores on the critical think-
ing tests and total composite scores on what might be 
Obtainable from Dr. Margaret E. Martin, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York. 
QE_. cit., Glaser, p. 166. 
QE_. cit., Glaser, Table 27, p. 167. 
2£· cit., Glaser, p. 167 
termed a 1 test of' critical reading.' This rela-
tionship went up to .816 when the retest scores 
on the critical thinking tests (after the pupils 
had the special training in critical thinking) 
were correlated with the scores on the Martin 
test. 
!I Glaser concludes; 
The abilities measured by the Martin test of 
critical reading are highly correlated with the 
abilities measured by the tests of critical think-
ing. The ability to comprehend language with ac-
curacy and discrimination is measured by both the 
Martin and the Watson-Glaser tests; the two tests, 
however, measure different as well as overlapping 
abilities. They may be considered supplementary 
to each other in the measurement of critical 
thinking. 
In his review of research in the area of critical think-Y . y 
ing, Glaser summarizes a study conducted by M. F. Washburn 
as follows: , 
Washburn selected 113 students at Vassar on 
the basis of their ability in Mathematics. One 
group consisting of 54 students with marked 
ability and another group of 59 students with 
marked lack of ability were given a test in 
logical reasoning, not mathematical in nature. 
The study provides evidence that academic 
standing and reasoning ability are related, that 
~· cit., Glaser, p. 169. 
2£· cit., Glaser, pp. 42-43. 
M. F. Washburn, "Mathematical Ability, Reasoning and 
Academic Standing, 11 The .American Journal of Psychology, 
Vol. 50, 1937, pp. 484-488. 
2. 5. 
high academic standing does not ensure good reason-
ing ability as frequently as good reasoning ability 
ensures high academic standing, and that poor rea-
soning ability does not exclude high academic stand-
ing but low academic standing definitely tends to 
exclude good reasoning ability. 
!I Glaser makes an interesting observation when he states: 
Washburn's study is the only one found in the 
literature which deals specifically with the rela-
tionship between reasoning ability las distinguished 
from general intelligence) and academic standing. 
It is somewhat surprising that other investigations into 
11 the relationship between reasoning ability and academic stand-
ing 11 have not been made. It is hoped that this study will help 
to provide some additional data in connection with this 
relationship. 
SUmmary and implications of research on critical think-
ing. It is not the purpose of this study to review the entire 
literature with respect to critical thinking. However, an 
attempt has been made to review some investigations in this 
area and the reader will find further references to critical 
thinking in the bibliography. From the studies reviewed, it 
can be seen that the area of critical thinking has been the 
subject of considerable discussion and investigation, but is, 
as yet, not well understood. 
The difficulty in obtaining evidence of gains in critical 
!/ 2£• cit.,IGlaser, pp. 42-43. 
thinking ability among students is pointed out by Edwards .v 
who states: 
At least a part or this difficulty stems from 
a lack of suitable devices to measure the inevitably 
slow improvement in thinking ability. · 
This implies both a need for the development of adequate 
instruments to evaluate critical thinking and the use of these 
instruments by teachers to provide data regarding the tests 
themselves and information with respect to this important 
objective of education. This study will provide some data 
regarding the use of a critical thinking test and, it is hoped, 
will reveal information concerning the ability of students to 
think critically. y 
Edwards refers to studies conducted by various investi-
gators. In connection with those studies he states: 
Each or these men conclude·s that it is possible 
to teach the various subjects in such a way that 
pupils are led to think critically about problems 
which concern them. 
This has important implications for a general education 
physical science course as, indeed, for all general education 
courses. It points to the need for developing adequate 
1/ Q£. cit., Edwards, p. 263. 
g( Q£• cit., Edwards, p. 264. 
zr. 
curricula and techniques which will help to develop critical 
thinking. Co~tingent upon this is a knowledge of the areas 
of strength and weakness of pupils with respect to this abil-
ity. This study will attempt to obtain some information which 
will be of value in this respect. 
.!/ In his review of the research, Glaser found only one 
study which examined "the relationship between reasoning abil-
ity and academic standing." 
This area of investigation has, apparently, not been ex-
plored as fully as one might expect. It is hoped that this 
study will add to the data available in this area. 
In spite of the fact that much investigation has been 
conducted in the area of critical thinking, methods for devel-
oping and evaluating it are still in the very early stages of 
growth. As further investigations are carried out, each one 
may well prove to be a step toward providing educators with 
deeper insights into this important aspect of human activity. 
Related research 2.!! college grades. Grades are the cri-
terion by which student achievement is measured at practically 
all levels of education. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that grades have received perhaps more attention than any other 
area in educational studies. Many of these studies have been 
Q£· cit., Glaser, pp. 42-43. 
made with a view toward prediction of grades . A few of 
these studies will be reviewed here. 
' y' 
In 1947, w. L. Wallace carried out a study at the Uni- 1 
versity of Michigan to determine the relationship between 
the tests in the University's freshman testing program and 
freshman grades and the predictive value of the freshman 
testing program in terms of freshman grades. A sample of 
323 students was used in the study. 
y' 
Wallace describes the freshman testing program at 
Michigan which consists of three nationally published tests: 
the 1947 edition of the American Council on Education Psycho-
logical Examination; the Cooperative English Test. C2, Read-
ing Comprehension, Form T; and the Iowa Foreign Language 
Aptitude Examination, Form M. The other tests, specifically ! 
designed for use a.t Michigan , make up the rest of the bat-
tery. These include a Mathematics Placement Test, Form B2, 
which is an achievement test; a Visualization Test, Form IIa; 
I 
I and a Vocabulary Test in two parts, one from the science 
I' 
area and the other from the social sciences area. 
I 
,, v-.,.-:,w~.--=L-.--::w::-a-:1;-:1:;-a-ce, II The Prediction of Grades in Specific 
College Courses, 11 Journal of Educational Research 44, 
1 April, 1951, pp. 587-597. 
2£• cit., Wallace, pp. 587-588. 
"'9, 
!I 
Wallace compared scores on the tests of the freshman 
testing program with course grades and grade averages for 
freshmen at the end of the first semester. He also compared 
second semester freshman course grades with freshman scores on 
tests intended to serve as predictors for grades in those 
courses. 
y' 
Wallace found that "in general, correlations tend to be 
small." However, he was primarily interested in differential 
prediction and, in this connection, he states that, 11 for the 
first semester the averag e correlations for the various areas 
of study indicate that the tests selected to predict success 
in those areas did prove to have the highest relationship to 
grades. 11 He also found that 11 grades in some courses tended 
to correlate relatively well with scores on all of the tests, 
while those in other courses showed low correlations with all 
test scores." y 
Wallace offers an explanation for this variability in 
correlations. He points out that s ome courses are graded on 
the basis of objective criteria, while others are graded pri-
marily in a subjective manner. In connection with this point 
g Q£· cit., Wallace PP• 588-589. 
y Op. cit., wallace, P• 590. 
-
y Ibid. 
!I 
he states: 
If a factor of ability to do well on objec-
tive tests be postulated, it might be used to 
explain the relatively larger correlations be-
tween tests and grades in courses using that 
type. 
In addition to objective versus subjective methods of 
grading, as a factor causing variability in correlations, Wal-
§/ 
lace mentions the variability in "standardization of grad-
ing" among the various sections in any one course. He sug-
gests tha t "courses where grades are based on objective-type 
examinations and where inter-section standardization is 
greatest will show the highest correlation with tests." 
The highest correlation obtained in the study was .557 
between an Intermediate French Course and the Iowa Foreign 
Language Aptitude Examinati~. 
examination Wallace states: 
With respect to this latter 
It is satisfying but not surprising to note 
that it was the best predictor of grades in all 
foreign language courses during the first semes-
ter. It was quite unexpected, however, to find 
results of this test correlating highest with 
grades in history, zoology, elementary mathematics, 
and with over-all grade averages for both first and 
second semesters. 
1/ Ibid. 
y !!?1.£· 
~ 2£• cit., Wallace, p. 591. 
3l . 
!I 
Wallace suggests that this may have occurred because the 
Iowa Foreign Language Aptitude Examination measures in part 
"a particular type of reasoning ability important in academic 
success which is not assessed by any other tests in the pres-
ent battery." y 
In conclusion, Wallace suggests the use of a smaller 
battery of tests and urges caution against emphasizing test 
scores too strongly, in view of the relatively low correla-
tiona found in his study. y 
In 1952, Jackson carried out a study at Michigan State 
University to determine the relationship between the first 
term grade point average of 1687 men and 1296 women of the 
freshman class and their performance on a group of tests. 
The tests included the 11 ACE Psychological Examination devel-
oped by Educational Testing Service, Michigan State College 
Reading Test, constructed by the Board of Examiners, a Test 
of English Usage constructed by B. B. Hickok of the Department 
of Communication Skills in cooperation with the Board of 
Examiners, and the Arithmetic Proficiency Test constructed by 
Aritblnetic Improvement Service." 
Ibid. 
Q£· cit., Wallace, p. 597. 
Robert A. Jackson, "Prediction of the Academic success of 
College Freshmen," Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. 
46, No. 5, May, 1955, pp. 296-301. 
3~. 
y 
Jackson found correlations of .64 for women and .50 for 
men between grade point average and the Michigan State Col-
lege Reading Test. This test proved to be the "best pre-
dictor of grade point average." He was unable to find a 
better predictor even by multiple correlation methods. 
gj 
In analyzing the data, Jackson computed "the proba.bili ty 
that persons with a given score on the predictor will achieve 
various levels on the criterion." 
He divided the students into two groupings on the basis 
of grade point average, one a passing group "with grade point 
averag e of 1.75 or above," the other a failing group whose 
grade point average was below 1.75. Using a condensed "three-
point scale," he also divided the study group into a "high 
ability group, middle ability group," and "low ability group" 
on the basis of their perf~rmance on the ACE Psychological 
Examination and the Michigan State College Reading Test. y 
Jackson reported in two tables, one for men and one for 
women, the "per cent of each ability group that were in the 
passing or failing group." These two tables are reproduced 
g 2£· cit., Jackson, P• 297. 
gJ Op. cit., Jackson, p. 299. 
y Ibid. 
here to show the results he obtained. 
Percentage o.f Each Ability Group in 
Indicated Grade Point Group (Men) 
Grade Point Grade Point 
Ability on ACE 1 
Psychological ! Passing 
Examination ' 
High 
Middle 
Low 
94.6 
78.? 
51.6 
! Ability on 
Failing : Reading : passing 
! Examination :. 
5.4 
21.3 
48.4 
High 
Middle 
Lo.w 
96.6 
80.2 
48.8 
Percentage of Each Ability Group in 
Indicated Grade Point Group (Women) 
Grade Point Grade 
Ability on ACE 1 jAbili ty on : 
Psychological . Passing !Failing ! Reading Passing 
Examination 1 .Examination 
I 
I 
High 9?.5 I 2.5 High 98.6 I 
Middle 86 .. 6 ! 13.4 Middle 8?.0 
Low 55.9 44.1 Low 48.? 
Failing 
3.4 
19.8 
51.2 
Point 
Failing 
1.4 
13.0 
51.3 
The table indicates that the percentage of students who 
fail to achieve a satisfactory grade point average is very low 
among those showing high ability on the ACE Psychological Ex-
amination and the Michigan State Reading Test. On the other 
hand, while low achievement on these tests does not preclude 
the attainment of a satisfactory grade point average, the per-
centage of students failing to achieve a satisfactory grade 
point average is high among the 11 l ow ability group." However, 
3 "''' 
the percentage failing in the "low ability group" (48.4% men, 
44.1% women, based on ACE Psychological Examination, and 51.2% 
m.en; 51.3% women, based on Michigan State Reading Test) is not . 
nearly as high as the percentage succeeding in the "high abil-
ity group." This makes individual prediction extremely diffi-
cult for those students who show low scores on the tests. 
!I 
Boardman and Patterson made a study at the University 
of Minnesota's College of Education to determine whether a 
battery of achievement tests could e f fectively be used "to 
select better those who should be permitted to complete their 
education and become candidates for certification as teachers." 
These exaniinations were administered to students "before ad-
gj 
mission to the senior year of the College." They found that 
the examinations made no significant contribution to the pre-
diction of success in the senior year over and above data al~ 
ready available. 
c. w. Boardman and Dale Patterson, "Achieving Examina-
tions as a Technique for Selecting Students in Education, 11 
School ~ Society XLIX, May 6, 1939, PP• 586-588. 
Q£· cit., Boardman and Patterson, p. 587. 
!/ 
In connection with their findings, boardman and Patter-
son state: 
Among all the major teaching fields here con-
sidered, it was found that the variable ·of previous 
scholarship, usually scholastic performance in the 
three years work in the major field, was a better 
predictive factor than any of the achievement tests. 
y 
Boardman and Patterson further state: 
There is, however, a considerable body of evi-
dence which indicates that students in specific 
fields tend to differ widely in many characteristics 
from those in other fields and that measures should 
be developed to sel ect within fields rather than to 
use common measures which shall be applied to all 
fields alike. 
This suggests one possible reason for the failure of the 
achievement tests to predict success in the senior year bet-
ter than scholastic success during the first three years of 
college. y 
Merzbacher made a study of the relationship between the 
Freshman Testing Program and .Chemistry grades at San Diego 
State College. He found a correlation of .447 between the 
QE• cit., Boardman and Patterson, p. 588. 
Ibid. 
c. F. Merzbacher, "Correlation between the Freshman Test-
ing Program and First Semester Chemistry at San Diego 
State College, 11 Journal of Chemical Education 26, Septem-
ber, 1949, pp. 466-467. 
Quantitative Score on the ACE Psychological Examination and 
Chemistry grades and a correlation of .464 between the Science 
Score of the Iowa High School Content Examination and Chemistry 
grades. Using these two tests together, he obtained a multiple 
correlation with Chemistry grades of .559. He concluded: 
y 
The results of the Freshman Testing Program 
did bear a significant relationship to success in 
first semester chemistry. The Quantitative Sec-
tion of the ACE Psychological Examin~tion and the 
Science Section of the Iowa High School Content 
Examination showed the best correlation. The two 
tests teamed together showed a substantial mul-
tiple correlation coefficient. Used with care, 
by a trained counselor, these figures may be of 
valuable assist ance to incoming freshman students. 
It is obvious, then, that studies, which have investiga-
ted the relationship between grades and other factors, have 
provided data which have been of some value in the prediction 
of academic success. 
Summary and implications of research ~ college grades. 
The use of college grades as the 6riterion in studies aimed 
at the prediction of academic success is a common practice . 
This practice has long been a su~ject of controversy. Burk-
gj 
hart points out that the use of grades has been condemned by 
g 
y 
2£· cit., Merzbacher, p. 467. 
David K. Burkhart, 11 Value of Selected Psychological Tests 
for Predicting Academic Achievement at Boston University 
General College, 11 Boston University School of Education, 
Thesis, 1949, p. 25. 
some and justified by others. After reviewing criticisms and 
justifications, he sums up the controversy with the following y 
statement: 
Thus, it is admitted that the practice of using 
school grades as a criterion is not without reproach, 
but it still remains as the best technique available 
under the circumstances. 
A review of the research shows that studies, in which 
grades have been correlated with other factors, have produced 
varying results. y 
Wallace found tha t " in general, correlations tend to be 
small." However, he points to variability in grading proce-
dures, and lack of 11 inter-section standardization of graaing 11 
as possible explanations for the low correlations obtained and 
hypothesizes that 'courses where grades are based on objective-
type examinations and where inter-section standardization is 
greatest will show the highest correle.tion with tests. 11 This 
has implications for this study, since grades in the physical 
science course at Boston University Junior College are based 
primarily on objective examinations, and standardization of 
grading between sections is carried out. As a result, it is 
possible that grades in this course may show a relatively high 
correlation with the tests selected for use in this study. 
1/ 2£· cit., Burkhart, p. 26. 
y Q£• cit., Wallace, p. 590. 
3 
It is possible to obtain reasonably good correlations be-
tween grades and testa as shown b y the studies reviewed in y 
this chapter. Wallace obtained correlations of .557 between 
Intermediate French grades and the Iowa Foreign Language Teat 
and .481 between English Literature grades and the Reading 
Comprehension, Form T, of the Cooperative English Test, 02. y 
Jackson obtained correlations of .64 for women and .50 
for men between grade point average and the Michigan State 
College Reading Teat. 
'ij 
The correlations which Merzbacher obtained were some-
what lower, being .447 and .464 for Chemistry grades correla-
ted with the Quantitative Score on the AGE Psychological Ex-
amination and the Science Score of the Iowa High School Con-
tent Examination respectively. 
.11 
With respect to prediction of academic success, Wallace 
.found that "the average correlations for the various areas of 
study indicate that the teats selected to predict success in 
those areas did prove to have the highest relationship to 
grades." 
y 
.Q.E.· cit., Wallace, p. 592. 
y 
.9J?.· cit., Jackson, p. 297. 
'ij .QE.· cit .• , Merzbacher, p • 467. 
.11 QE.· cit., Wallace, p. 590. 
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Jackson found a close relationship between grade point 
and ability on selected examinations, especially for those 
students who scored high on these examinations. And Merz-Y . 
bacher obtained a multiple correlation coefficient of .559 
for the Science Section of the Iowa High School Content Exami-
nation and the Quantitative Section of the ACE Psychological 
Examination with Chemistry grades. With respect to this co-
. ' ~ 
efficient, he points out that "used with care, by a trained 
counselor, these figures may be of valuable assistance to in-
coming freshman students. 11 
It is obvious, therefore, that the methods by which 
grades are obtained are important factors in determining the 
rela~ionship of grades with various tests; that the more ob-
jective the manner in which the grade is obtained, the closer 
the grade is likely to be related to the predictive test; and 
that relationships have been found between grades and various 
tests which have been of some value in the prediction of aca-
' demic success. However, all factors must be taken into con-
sideration in the interpretation of these relationships, and 
caution spould be exercised in their use. 
1/ Q£· cit., Jackson, pp. 000-301. 
g! 2£· cit., Merzbacher, p. 467. 
y ill2:· 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
Criteria Used in the Study 
Description of instruments. Scores on the 1955 National y 
College Sophomore Testing Program were selected as one of the 
criteria to be used in this study. This consists of a battery 
of objective achievement tests in various areas, and is divided 
into three main groups as described below: 
y 
1. Cooperative English Test, Single Booklet Edition, 
Higher Level, Form T. 
This group contains a Mechanics of Expres-
sion Test A, which requires the student to recog-
nize acceptable English usag e and to demonstrate 
his grasp of the mechanical skills essential to 
composition; an Effectiveness of Expression Test 
B2, which is designed to measure the student's 
grasp of sentence structure and style, his ver-
bal skill and organizing ability. There is a 
separate score for each of these tests. In ad-
dition, there is a Reading Comprehension Test C2, 
which measures three important aspects of the 
reading process: active vocabul ary, speed of 
comprehension, ~d level of comprehension. There 
is a separate score for each of these three as-
pects of reading and there is a Reading Compre-
hension Total Score, which is the sum of the 
i/ National College Sophomore Testing Program, 1955, published 
by the Coop erative Test Division of the Educational 
Testing Service, 20 Nassau Street, Princeton, N. J. 
g/ Excerpted from descriptive booklet Of ~he 1955 National 
College Sophomore Testing Program. 
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scores of the three aspects of the Reading 
Comprehension Test C2; finally, there is an 
English Total Score which is the sum of the 
Mechanics of Expression Score, the Effective-
ness of Expression Score, and the Reading 
Comprehension Tot al Score. 
2. Cooperative General Culture Test, Form B. 
In this group of tests emphasis is placed 
on assessing the student's general understand-
ing. There are five parts: I, Social studies; 
II, Literature; III, . Science; IV, Mathematics; 
V, Fine Arts. A score is obtained for each of 
the five parts and there is a total score which 
is the sum of the scores for the five parts. 
3. Cooperative Contemporary Affairs Teat for College 
Students, Form 1955. 
This group consists of three parts: I, Pub-
lic Affairs; II, Science and Medicine; and III, 
Literature and Arts. These te s ts are designed to 
measure the student's unders tanding of recent 
social, scientific, and cultural developments 
and the extent to which he is making sound and 
critical observations about developments in our 
contemporary civilization. There is a score for 
each part and a total score which is the sum of 
the scores for the three parts. 
The other criterion selected for this study is A Test of 
Science Reasoning and Understanding, Natural Sciences, Form 
!I D. This is a relatively new test which was developed as an 
outgrowth of the Cooperative Study of Evaluation in General 
1/ This test is available through Educational Testing Serv-
ice, Princeton, N.J. 
4 ~ . 
y 
Education sponsored by the American Council on Education. 
It consists of fifty items which are based on selected reading 
passages. The items are designed to evaluate the following 
· aspects of critical thinking: 1) ability to recognize and 
state problems; 2) ability to · select, analyze, and evaluate 
information in rel a tion to problems; 3} ability to recognize, 
state, and test hypotheses; 4) ability to recognize, formulate, 
and evaluate conclusions; and 5) ability to recognize and for-
mulate attitudes and take action after critical consideration. 
A total score may be obtained by adding the number of 
items for wh ich the correct response was chosen. Part scores 
may also be obtained for each of the five abilities. However, 
the part scores have no significant reliability and it is in-
tended that only a single total score be used. 
Since this test is a comp aratively recent one, a great 
deal of data are not at present available with respect to it. y 
Dressel and Mayhew computed reliabilities "for entering fresh-
man groups in a number of colleges" and found them "consist-
ently to be in the range of .80 and .85. 11 
17 The reader will find a complete report of this study in 
General Education, Explorations in Evaluation, by Paul L. 
Dressel and Lewis B. Mayhew, American Council on Education, 
Washing ton, D. c., 1954. 
2£· cit., Dressel and Mayhew, p. 124. 
3. 
With respect to the validity of the test, Dressel and y 
Mayhew state: 
There is no completely satisfactory answer to 
the issue of validity for tests of this type under 
discussion. A priori, logical, or face validity 
is possessed in a great measure because of the se-
quence of steps involved in the development of the 
test. The materials or selections used are those 
agreed upon as being ones students should be able 
to read; the abilities tested are those agree~ 
upon by a group of teachers as being important 
abilities to develop. The case for validity rests 
on these judgments. 
y 
Dressel and Mayhew report correlations between the Test 
of Science Reasoning and Underst a nding and other related tests. 
They found that correl a tions between the American Council on 
Education Psychological Examination and the Test of Science 
Reasoning and Understanding ranged from .27 to .74 with a mean 
of .56. These results were obtained in a pre-testing situa-
tion in eight colleges with a total sample of 1010 students. 
In a post-testing situation, correlations ranged from .37 to 
.62 with a mean of .42 based on a sample of 864 students from 
five colleges. 
i/ QE• cit., Dressel and Mayhew, p. 124. 
y 2£· cit., Dressel and Mayhew, p. 127. 
Other miscellaneous correlations are reported by Dressel 
y' 
and Mayhew in the following table: 
Miscellaneous Correlations of the Test of Science 
Reasoning and Understanding with Other Factors 
Factor 
1. ACE Psychologi-
cal Examination 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Q score ••.••••• 
L score •...•••• 
T score •••.•••• 
CEEB Scholastic 
Aptitude Test 
CEEB Scholastic 
Aptitude Test 
Cooperative Read-
ing Test 
Nelson-Denny 
Reading Test 
Biological sci-
ence final exam-
ination 
General educa-
tion grades 
Non-general edu-
cation grades 
i 
Description of Group· : 
Entering freshmen 
in large state uni-
versity 
Entering freshmen 
in private univer-
sity for men 
End-of-year fresh-
men in private uni-
versity f'or men 
(essentially same 
group as in 2) 
Entering freshmen 
Entering freshmen 
in private college 
for women 
End-of-year fresh-
men in private col-
lege for women 
Juniors and seniors 
in large state uni-
versity (science 
majors) 
Ditto . 
1 2£· cit., Dressel and Mayhew, p. 127. 
· correlation 
----··---. N For For 
439 
409 
439 
352 
315 
341 
137 
89 ! 
42 
42 
Men Women 
.36 
.60 
.58 
.46 
.60 
.57 
.33 
.51 
.50 
.35 
.72 
.35 
(men and 
women) 
.56 
(men and 
women 
The use of two earlier FOrms, A and B, of the Test of 
Science Reasoning and Understanding was abandoned in favor of 
Forms C and D. It is not clear whether the correlations re-
ported in the table refer to these earlier Forms or to Forms 
C and D. 
However, in connection with Forms C and D, Dressel and 
!I 
Mayhew state: 
Revised Forms C and D were developed in the last 
year of the project. There is not as much data avail-
able on them as on the earlier forms; yet those data 
which were collected indicated the superiority of Forms 
C and D and resulted in the discontinuance of Forms A 
and B. 
This strongly suggests that correlations for Forms C and 
D would be at least as high as the correlations reported by 
?:.! Dressel and Mayhew in the table. 
Description of grades in physical science course at 
Boston University Junior College. In determining students• 
grades in the physical science course at Boston University 
' Junior College, the overall evaluation is made by means of ob-
jective criteria wherever it is possible. A brief description 
of the determination of grades is offered at this point. The 
grade for each semester is based on two one-hour objective 
!I QE. cit., Dressel and Mayhew, p. 115. 
?:.! Q£. cit., Dressel and Mayhew, p. 127. 
examinations, each consisting of from 75 to 90 test items 
1 each; one two-hour objective final examination, consisting of 
I about 180 test items; four section quizzes; and a subjective i 
~~ evaluation, based on the quality of the student's participa- , 
tion in section discussions. These are weighted in the fol-
lowing manner: 
II Evaluative Device 
I
I Two -hour exam ina tiona ( 15% each) 
Final examination 
Percentage of Grade 1 
30% 
1 Section quizzes 
1 Subjective evaluation, based on I student participation in section 
30%' I 
30% 
10% 
100% 
For each of the objective examinations a mean and stand- , 
ard deviation are computed from the distribution of the raw 
scores. A standard score is then calculated for each raw 
score. Marks for section quizzes are not all obtained in the 
same manner since some of them are of the essay type while 
others .are objective. In the case of essay-type quizzes, a 
letter grade is assigned as the mark for the quiz. The mark 
11 for the subjective evaluation, based on student participati 
in section meetings is a letter grade. Letter grades for ,, 
the subjective evaluation and the essay,.,.type quizzes are 
each converted into standard scores to facilitate the compu-
tation of the final grade for the semester. The scale used 
I 
ror this conversion is as rollows: 
Letter Grade 
A 
A-
B+ 
B 
B-
C+ 
c 
C-
D+ 
D 
-.D.~ .... 
F 
Standard Score 
685 
655 
625 
585 
555 
535 
500 
465 
430 
400 
;,65 
340 
In computing the rinal grade ror the semester, the ap-
propriate weighting is given to each standard score and they 
are all combined. By dividing this combined score by 100, a 
rinal derived score is obtained. This is then converted into 
a letter grade using the rollowing scale: 
Letter Grade 
A 
A-
B+ 
B 
B-
C+ 
- - ·----. 
c 
--c~ 
D+ 
D . 
D-
F 
Derived Score 
680 and above 
650-679 
620-649 
580-619 
550-579 
5?0_-549. 
480•519 
450-479 . 
.. 420-449 
380-4l9 
350-379 
. 34.9 and .below 
Thus, the portion or the rinal grade which is subjective 
consists or whatever essay quizzes are given (usually two) and 
46. 
the evaluation for participation in section discussions. 
Since the section discussion mark comprises only 10% of the 
entire grade, any error in judgment must be large in order to 
affect the final semester grade by a significant amount. 
Specific Objectives of the Study 
Correlations. A correlation will be computed between 
second semester physical science grades and scores on the Test 
of Science Reasoning and Understanding, Form D. In addition, 
second semester grades and scores on the Test of Science Rea-
soning and Understanding, Form D, will each be correlated with 
each of the following scores from the National College Sopho-
more Testing Program: 
Mechanics of Expression 
Effectiveness of Expression 
Vocabulary 
Speed of Comprehension 
Level of Comprehension 
Reading Comprehension Total 
English Total 
Social Studies 
Literature 
Science 
Mathematics 
Fine Arts 
Cooperative General Culture Total 
Public Affairs 
Science and Medicine 
Literature and Fine Arts 
Cooperative Contemporary Affairs Total 
Multiple correlations. A multiple correlation will be 
computed among second semester physical science grades, scores 
4 9. 
on the Test or Science Reasoning and Understanding, Form D, 
and scores on the National College Sophomore Science Test. In 
this multiple correlation, scores on the Test of Science Reason-
ing and Understanding , Form D, and scores on the National Col-
lege Sophomore Science Test will be correlated against second 
semester physical science grades. The purpose of this multiple 
correlation is to see if scores on Form D and scores on the 
National College Sophomore Science Test combined will produce a 
higher coefficient or correlation with second semester physical 
science grades than either one alone. This may help to define 
more clearly areas for further study with respect to the possi-
bility of predicting student success in science. y 
Crawford and Burnham state: 
Efficiency of combined predictive powers is 
enhanced, proportionally, both by high correlation 
of individual variables with the criteria, and low 
correlation among the indices themselves. 
In view of this, multiple correlations will be computed, 
using any tests which correlate above .40 with second semester 
physical science grades, but which have a low correlation with 
each other, pro~ided a test of significance indicates that the 
correlation coefficient is not a chance v ariation from zero. 
Tests of signific ance. Standard errors will be computed 
for means, standard deviations, and the correlations made in 
1/ 2£. cit., Crawford and Burnham, p. 70. 
~0 . 
the study to determine the reliability of statistical compu-
tations. 
Procedures Employed in the Study 
Collection of data. The National Colleg e Sophomore Tests 
were administered to the class of 1955 by the Guidance Depart-
ment of Boston University Junior College in March, 1955, and 
were scored by the Educational Testing Service. Scores on 
these tests were obtained from the Guidance Department when 
they became available. The Test of Science Reasoning and Un-
derstanding, Form D, was administered to the class of 1955 by 
the Science Department in May, 1955. This test was hand-
scored by the author and the data recorded for use in this 
study. Final grades for the second semester were computed at 
the end of the academic year in May, 1955. 
Treatment of data. In this study, letter grades wer e 
converted into numerica.l grades so that statistical computation 
would be possible. For this purpose, a 12-point scale was 
used as follows: 
Letter 
Grade 
A 
A-
B+ 
B 
B-
C+ 
Numerical Let t er 
Gra.de Grade 
12 c 
11 c-
10 D+ 
9 D 
8 D-
7 F 
'Bos t on Uni versi ty; 
p chool of Ed,cation 
Libr 
Numerical 
Grade 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
(:"• 
.. 
Means and standard deviations were calculated for second 
semester physical science grades, for the Test of Science Rea-
soning and Understanding, Form D, and for the individual tests 
of the National Co~lege Sophomore Testing Program. Standard 
errors were also calculated for the means and standard devia-
tions obtained. The formulae used for these calculations were 
y' 
the following ones recommended by Peatman for grouped data, 
using a guessed mean: 
M - Mean ~ 
· ~ (fx 1) GM - Guessed mean 
-
.----
1\ { i ·~ Class interval 
-
f - Frequency 
x'= Deviations 
E. fx 1 : Sum of frequency 
deviations 
N :: Number in study 
group 
o-:: Standard deviation 
~.:: Standard error of 
mean 
u::= Standard error of <r the st!:indard 
deviation 
John G. Peatman, Descriptive and Sampling Statistics, 
Harper and Brothers, New York, 1947, pp. 159, 165, 376, 
380. 
S~. 
Coefficients of correlation were calculated, using the 
Pearson product moment method for grouped data with guessed 
!I 
means, according to the formula given by Peatman: 
r y -:: Coefficient 
of correlation 
of x with y 
. I 
:::- Deviations of y y 
···-···----- -··-· -- . ··- -···· ·- .. . --· ···--~ --- ------ -~ ; :; r:r ~ I ~~ :1,. 
1 ~--- - c i 1\ ) X 
x ' :: De vi at ions of X 
> f· . i 
c x -
--. ')( 
- N 
~ fy I 
c ') N 
standard errors of the coefficient of correlation were 
also computed, using the formula given by Lindquist: 
y 
y 
y 
o;. - Standard error 
-
J- J.. of coefficient 
·~ ::: ------- of correlation YN r Coefficient of :::: 
correlation 
2£· cit~, Peatman, p. 229. 
E. F . Lindquist, A First Course in Statistics, Hough ton 
Mifflin Company, Cambridge, Mass., 1942, p. 191. 
5 
The ~ormula used ~or multiple correlation o~ two variables y 
with a third is that given by Peatman: 
KC.X~ 
Rc.xy ·~ The multiple correlation 
~x :: Correlation 0~ x with the criterion 
y~ 'j .:: Correlation 0~ y with the criterion 
~:£') ::- Correlation 0~ X with y 
A test ~or the signi~icance o~ the correlation coe~~i-
cients was made to determine whether the obtained "r" repre-
sented "a chance deviation ~rom a 
formula used for this was the one 
1/ 2£• cit., Peatman, p. 483. 
g( Op. cit., Lindquist, p. 194. 
true "r" o~ zero." The 
y -----'-1_ 
given by Lindquist, ~ 
s . 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Distribution of Student Grades and Distribution 
of Performance on Criteria Used in the Study 
The range of scores, the mean scores, the standard devia-
tions, the standard errors of the means, and the standard er-
rors of the standard deviations for second semester physical 
science grades and for scores on all tests used in the study 
are given in Table 3 (Page 56). 
Means and standard errors of means. The variation in 
means for the different tests is, of course, due to the dif-
ference in the number of items on individual tests. This re-
sults in a different range of scores for each test. Conse-
quently, standard errors of the means also show some varia-
tion, ranging from a low of 0.260 to a high of 2.057. The 
sta.ndard error of a given mean is a measure of the fluctuation 
which the means of other samples of the same size would show 
and is, therefore, a measure of the reliability of the given 
mean. 
Standard deviations and standard errors of standard devia-
tions. Standard deviations were calculated for . each measure 
used in this study to determine the degree of variability in 
each measure. It was found that the distribution of scores 
followed the pattern of a normal curve closely enough s o 'that 
5 S". 
TABLE 3 
Distribution of Science Grades and Raw Scores on the 
American Council on Education Science Reasoning and 
Understanding Test, Form D, and on the National Col-
lege Sophomore Test ing Program for 102 Sophomore Stu-
dents at Boston University Junior College 
Variables 
- -:Range 1 
of 
Scores 
Second Semester Physical 
Science Grades 
ACE Form D 
NCS Mechanics of 
Expression 
NCS Effectiv-eness of 
Expression 
NCS Vocabulary 
NCS Speed of 
Comprehension 
NCS Level of 
Comprehension 
NCS Reading 
Comprehension Total 
NCS Cooperative 
English Total 
NCS SOcial Studies 
NCS Literature 
NCS Science 
NCS Mathematics 
NCS Fine Arts 
NCS General 
1-12 
7-36 
32-71 
29-66 
37-74 : 
38-90 i 
39-69 : 
i 
; 
40-78 · 
34-71 ' 
15-52 
9-28 
22-50 
3-33 
13-37 
M 
6. 5686! 
24. 5588 ; 
48.2058 1 
49. 0293 ' 
52.5588 
56.3532 : 
55.5880 
54.82 35 
50.3233 
35.1764 
17.9902: 
36.2939 
14.4706 
25.2255 
Culture Total 
NCS Public Affairs 
NCS Scie.nce and 
Medicine 
77-188 .128.8039 
NCS Literature 
and Arts 
NCS Contemporary 
Affairs Total 
16-51 ' 
9-26 
9-28 
I 
4!:.!_90 1 
34.2941 
17 .1668! 
19.0294 
70.1470 
2.6101 '~0.260 ~0.184 
5. 0535 ':t 0. 503 ·± 0. 356 
8.6940 ~ 0.865 ±0.612 
8.1619 .:!:: 0.812 :-o.574 
6. 6098 :! 0. 658 ±0.465 
8.4183 ~ 0.838 :!.0.592 
6 .117 0 :_ 0 • 609 ~ 0.431 
6.7234 ! 0.669 ~0.473 
6.9735 .±- 0.694 ~0.491 
7.9086 .±0.787 '± 0.556 
4 .1266 :: 0.411 ! 0.291 
6.0945 :!: 0.606 '!0.428 
5.6634 :t 0.564 · ~o.399 
5.1870 "!:- 0.516 "t0.365 
20.6752 '!: 2. 057 : 1.454 
8.3973 ·- 0.836 ±0.591 
3.7998 ·-: 0.378 ~0.267 
4.0739 ·~ 0.405 :to. 286 
13.0297 ,:;: 1. 297 ... 0.917 
Key: M-Mean; if -Standard Deviation; <k\ -Standard Error of the 
Mean; o;r -Standard Error of the Standard Deviation; 
NOS-National College Sophomore; ACE-~erican Council on 
Education; Form D-Science Reasoning and Understanding 
Test. 
these distribUtions could be assumed to possess the properties 
of a normal curve. 
Table 4 shows the range of scores within which 68% and 
96% of the cases fall for each measure used in the study. 
TABLE 4 
Range of Science Grades and Test Scores, 
Including 68% and 96% of the Cases for 
102 Sophomores at Boston University Junior College 
Range Range 
Measure for 68% for 96% 
of cases of cases 
---· -
Second Semester Physical 
Science Grades 3.9585- 9.1787 1.3484- 11.7888 
ACE Form D 19.5053- 29.6123 14.4518- 34.6658 
NCS Mechanics of 
Expression 39.5118- 56.8998 30.8178- 65.5938 
NCS Effectiveness of 
Expression 40.8674- 57.1912 32.7055- 65.3531 
NCS Vocabulary 45.9490- 59.1686 39.3392- 65.7784 
NCS Speed of 
Comprehension 47.9349- 64.7715 : 39.5166- 73.1898 
NCS Level of 
Comprehension 49.4710- 61.7050 43.3540- 67.8220 
NCS Reading 
61.5469 . Comprehension Total 48.1001- 41.3767- 68.2703 
NCS Cooperative 
English .Total 43.3498- 57.2968 36.3763- 64.2703 
NCS Social Studies 27.2678- 43.0850 19.3592- 50.9936 
NCS Literature 13.8636- 22.1168 9.7370- 26.2434 
NCS Science 30.1994- 42.3884 . 24.1049- 48.4829 
NCS Mathematics 8.8072- 20.1340 3.1438- 25.7974 
NCS Fine Arts 20.0385- 30.4125 14.8515- 35.5995 
NOS General 
Culture Total : 108.1287-149.4791 . 87.4535-170.1543 
NOS Public Affairs ; 25.8968- 42.6914 I 17.4995- 51.0887 
NCS Science and 
Medicine 13.3670- 20.9666 9.5672- 24.7664 
NCS Literature and Arts 14.9555- 23.1003 : 10.8816- 27.1772 
NCS Contemporary ! 
Affairs Total 57.1173- 83.1767 : 44.0876- 92.2064 
Standard errors were comput ed for each standard deviation. 
These standard errors rang ed from a low of 0.184 to a high of 
1.454; the lower values generally being associated with meas-
urea having a small range of scores, while the higher values 
are generally associated with measures having a wider range of 
scores, as shown in Table 5. 
TABLE 5 
Comparison of Ranges of ~r~ ores and Standard Errors 
of Standard Deviations Obtained in the Study 
Range of Scores 
~1~2- -
18 
__g_Q_ __ _ 
20 
25 
~~ 
~o- -~---31 
31 
-:36 --
38 
_ _98 
38 
38. 
39 
___ 4Q __ 
. 53 
57 
112 
- I 
- j -
Standard Error of 
Standard Deviation 
:±- .184 
.. - -----. ± • 267 
t .286 
··- ·- ·- -- ::_ . ~~n_. 
+ .365 
+ .428 
f .356 
..;.. .399 
·-t- .431 
... - -·---- -± • 591 
j · .465 
± .491 
± .556 
± .574 
!" .473 
! . 612 
-.!:: .592 
f .917 
! 1.454 
As in the case of the standard error of the mean, the 
standard error of the standard deviation is an estimate of the 
reliability of the standard d eviation since it measures the 
variation which standard deviations .of other samples of the 
same size would show. 
Correlations and standard errors. Correlations were ob-
tained between second semester physical science grades and 
scores on each of the tests used in this study, and between 
scores on the American Council on Education Science Reasoning 
and Understanding Test (ACE Form D) and scores on each of the 
other tests. These correlations, together with a standard er-
ror for each coefficient of correlation, are listed in Tables 
6 and 7, as shown on Pages 60 and 61. 
The correlations obtained for second semester physical 
science grades ranged from .039 with scores on the National 
College SOphomore (NCS) Mechanics of Expression Test to .617 
with scores on the NOS Science Test. Standard errors for 
these correlations ranged from .061 to .099. 
Correlations for scores on ACE Form D ranged from .025 
with scores on the NCS Mechanics of Expression Test to .546 
with scores on second semester physical science grades. Stand-
ard errors for these correlations ranged from .074 to .099. 
The standard errors of the coefficients of correlation ob-
tained are somewhat high. This, of course, is closely related 
to the size of the sample used in the study. A larger sample 
would result in smaller standard errors. The standard errors 
obtained do not vary greatly from one another, which indicates 
that their reliabilities are similar. 
5"9. 
TABLE 6 
Correlations of Science Grades with ACE Form D and 
with the National College Sophomore Testing Program 
for 102 Students at Boston University Junior College 
------~------ 11 
11 Kay: 
Second Semester Physical 
Science Grades with: 
ACE Form D 
NCS Science 
NCS Mathematics 
NCS Science and 
Medicine 
NCS Reading 
Comprehension Total 
NCS Level of 
Comprehension 
NCS Speed of 
Comprehension 
NCS Cooperative 
English Total 
NCS Mechanics of 
Expression 
NCS Effectiveness of 
Expression 
NCS Vocabulary 
NCS Social Studies 
NCS Literature 
NCS Fine .Arts 
NCS General Culture 
Total 
NCS Public Affairs 
NCS Literature and Arts 
NCS Contemporary 
Affairs Total 
r-Correlation Coefficient; 
Correlation Coefficient. 
r 
.546 
.617 
.373 
.425 
.364 
.378 
.362 
.286 
.302 
.316 
.491 
.264 
.215* 
.597 
.241* 
.097* 
.396 
.or 
t .069 
:!:" .061 
~ -085 
::::- .081 
~ .086 
± .085 
.:. .086 
-!- .091 
~- .099 
:±- .090 
±- .089 
~ .075 
± .092 
-!. .094 
-:!:: . 064 
-± .093 
±- . 098 
+ .083 
err-standard Error of the 
* These correlations are not significant at the 1% 
level. See Statistical significance of correlations, 
p. 64. 
~0. 
TABLE 7 
Correlations of ACE Form D with the 
National College Sophomore Testing Program for 
102 Students at Boston University Junior College 
ACE Form D with: 
NOS Science 
NOS Mathematics 
NOS Science and 
Medicine 
NOS Reading 
Comprehension Total 
NOS Level of Comprehension 
NCS Speed of Comprehension 
NOS Cooperative 
English Total 
NOS Mechanics of 
Expression 
NOS Effectiveness of 
Expression 
NOS Vocabulary 
NOS Social Studies 
NOS Literature 
NOS Fine Arts 
NOS General Culture 
Total 
NOS Public Affairs 
NOS Literature and Arts 
NOS Contemporary 
Affairs Total 
r 
.501 
.117* 
.343 
.283 
.329 
.289 
.262 
.309 
.293 
.360 
.178* 
.147* 
.311 
± .074 
""!: .098 
~ .087 
~ .091 
± .088 
± .091 
~ .099 
- .090 
~ .091 
:!: .086 
± .096 
±- .098 
-:_ • 079 
i .096 
-:- • 098 
! .Q89 
• 
Key: r-Correlation Coefficient; ({; -Standard Error of the 
Correlation Coefficient. 
* These correlations are not significant at the 1% 
level. See Statistical significance of correlations, 
p. 64. 
Second semester physical science grades showed the clos-
est relationship to scores on the NOS Science Test with a cor-
relation coefficient of .617. A correlation coefficient of 
.597 was obtained between second semester physical science 
grades and the· total score on the NCS General Culture Tests. 
This high correlation is partly a reflection of the relation-
ship between scores on the NOS Science Test and second semester 
physical science grades, since the score on the NCS Science 
Test is a part of the General Culture Total Score. In addition, 
a correlation of .491 was obtained between second semester 
physical science grades and scores on the Social Studies Part 
Test of the General Culture Test. 
Scores on the ACE FOrm D showed the closest relationship 
to second semester physical science grades with a correlation 
coefficient of .546. The relationship between scores on ACE 
Form D and scores on the NOS Science Test was of a similar 
nature, showing a correlation coefficient of .501. 
The correlations between second semester physical science 
grades and the various part scores and total scores on the NOS 
Cooperative English Test ranged from .039 with the NCS Mechan-
ics of Expression Test to .378 with the NOS Level of Compre-
hension Test. Correlations between scores on ACE FOrm D and 
part scores and total scores on the NOS Cooperative English 
Test were of a similar nature, ranging from .025 with the NOS 
Mechanics of Expression Test to .029 with the NOS Level of 
Comprehension Test. 
The interesting aspect or these relationships is that 
II 
where second semester physical science grades correlated low 
with a part score on the NOS Cooperative English Test, 
'I 
I 
scores on ACE Form D also correlated low with the same part 
score on the NOS Cooperative English Test. In addition, 
J where second semester physical science grades showed a 
I English Test. 
in all the correlat.ions or second semester physical science 
II 
I 
grades and scores on ACE Form D with all or the National 
College Sophomore Tests. The correlations or score s on ACE 
Form D with the scores on the various National College Sopho J 
more Tests were consistently lower than the correlations or 
, second semester physical science grades with the scores on 
the various National College Sophomore Tests, and by approxi l 
mately the same proportional amount. There was only one ex-
ception to this pattern, that being in the case of the 
scores on the NOS Mechanics of Expression Test. In this 
case, second semester physical science grades showed a cor-
11 relation coefficient or .:302 with the scores on the NOS 
• I 
I Mechanics of Expression Test while scores on ACE Form D 
showed a correlation of .:309 with the same test. 
~3 . 
• 
Statistical significance of correlations. The statis-
tical significance of the correlation coefficients obtained 
in the study was determined by using the formula given by 
y o;; I 
Lindquist, a v :: -y- · The assumption is made that the true 
"r" equals zero in order to determine whether the obtained 
11 r" represents a chance deviation from a true "r" of zero. 
g/ 2.r 
According to Lindquist, "an obtained 11 r 11 greater than ---,;;v-
is signi ficant at the 1% level. Similarly, an 11 r" is sig-
;;_ ' ~3 
exceeds ·y;V or at the 5% nificant at the 2% level if it 
i . '1 (, 
level if it exceeds 1if •" 
II The "N" in this study is 102 and th~equals 10.0995. 
!I 
I 
II 
II 
Thus, in order for a correlation coefficieht to be signifi-
cant at the 1% level, it must be greater than .255; at the 
2% level, it must be greater than .230; and at the 5% level, 
it must be greater than .194. It is, thus, apparent that 
some of the correlations obtained in this study are not 
statistically significant. There are eight correlations 
which are not significant at the 5% level and ten which a.re 
not significant at the 1% level. In other words, these cor- 1 
relations have a value which could be obtained by chance 
variations alone • 
II y QE_. £.!!., Lindqui at, p. 194. 
g/ Ibid. 
• 
• 
Multiple correlations. Multiple correlation coeffi :"' ·. 
I
I cients were computed to determine whether the combined rela-
11 
tionship of two variables with second semester physical 
science grades was greater than a single variable. A mul-
tiple correlation of ACE Form D scores and NOS Science Test 
scores combined, with second semester physical science 
grades resulted in a coefficient of .674; a multiple corre-
lation of ACE Form D scores and NOS Science and Medicine 
Test scores combined, with second semester physical science 
1
1 grades gave a coefficient of .602; and a multiple correla-
tion of NOS Science Test scores and NOS Science and M.edicine I 
II 
Test scores combined, with second semester physical science 
grades gave a coefficient of .627. 
Since the scores on the NOS So.cial Studies Test gave a 
correlation of .491 with second semester physical science 
grades, a multiple correlation was computed to determine the 
combined relationship of the NOS Social Studies Test and ACE j 
Form D with second semester physical science grades. This 
produced a multiple correlation coefficient of .630. A mul-
tiple correlation computed on the NOS General Culture Total 
and ACE Form D with second semester physical science grades 
gave a multiple correlation coefficient of .673 • 
In addition, multiple correlations were calculated to 
determine whether the combined relationship of two variables
1
1 
r -
10 \, "' . 
with second semester physical science grades was greater 
than either one alone when one of the variables was a part 
score on the NOS Cooperative Reading Test. The two Part 
Tests of the NOS Cooperative Reading Test which showed the 
highest correlation with second semester physical science 
grades were selected for this purpose. A multiple correla-
tion of scores on ACE Form D and scores on NOS Level of 
Comprehension combined, with second semester physical sci-
ence grades gave a coefficient of .585 while a multiple 
correlation of scores on ACE Form D and scores on NOS Read-
ing Comprehension Total combined, with second semester 
physical science grades gave a coefficient of .599. 
Evaluation of part scores £g ACE Form D. An evaluation 
science reasoning and understanding which this test is de-
11 signed to measure. A second purpose of this evaluation was 
I the det e rmination of any existing relationships which would I 
suggest areas for improvement in curriculum so that a higher I 
level of achievement of science reasoning and understanding 
might be attained among students in a general education 
physical science course. 
The five aspects of science reasoning and understanding1 
being evaluated are d efined here and designated by Roman 
numerals so that they may be more easily referred to in the 
tables which will follow. 
I. Ability to recognize and state problems . 
II. Ability to select, analyze, and evaluate 
information in relation to problems . 
III. Ability to recognize, state, and test 
hypotheses. 
IV. Ability to recognize, formulate, and 
evaluate conclusions. 
V. Ability to recognize and formulate attitudes 
and take action after critical consideration. 
Scores were obtained for each student for Parts I, II, 
III, IV, and V of the Science Reasoning and Understanding II 
Test. Second semester physical science grades were divided 
into three groups: high, 9-12; middle , 5-8; low, 1-4. 
Scores on the Part Tests were then broken down to show the 
number of students within each grade group achieving a 
given score on each Part Test. These results are shown in 
Tables 8 to 12 inclusive. 
~7. 
TABLE 8 
Number of Students in Grade Groups Achieving Scores on 
Part I of Science Reasoning and Understanding Test. 
Total Possible Score, 3 
Number of Students Achieving 
Grade Group Scores of 
0 1 2 3 
9-12 0 3 ; 14 3 
' 
·s-s · 5 24 . l" 28 6 
1~4 1 10 6 2 
Total 6 37 48 11 
TABLE 9 
Number of Students in Grade Groups Achieving Scores on 
Part II of Science Reasoning and Understanding Test. 
Total Possible Score, 23 
Grade Group ! 
7 8 9 15 
I 
I 
9-12 0 o i 0 1 1 i 2 2 1 ' 5 I 
5-8 0 2 ' 7 9 8 ' 13 7 : 4 8 
1-4 ' 1 4 ' 3 1 : 1 : 1 
Total 1 13 ' 18 10 6 ' 14 
I 
18 
9 
TABLE 10 
Number of Students in Grade Groups Achieving Scores on 
Part III of Science Reasoning and Understanding Test. 
Total Possible Score, 11 
Number of Students Achieving 
1 Gr ade Group Scores of 
' 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 t ------------='-----~~~~~. ----::;..,__...;;;......,.-~~___.;:;._ 
9 ~l2. 
5-8 
1-4 
---- ---·--- ·-·· --- --- ---· .. . 0 
; 0 
·; T . 
_0 1 ; 1 ( 6 : 1 ! 3 8 ! 0 
3
3 3 : 11 -:-16 :- ·2o- r 3 • 5 , _
0
2 ... -. !
1 4 •· 5 :- 4 1 ---1-·t 1 r --o : · 
' J 
Total 1 6 8 · 17 ' 26 22 : 7 , 13 1 2 
========================::::::::===============,1 
TABLE 11 
Number of Students in Grade Groups Achieving Scores on 
Part IV of Science Reasoning and Understanding Test. 
Total Possible Score, 19 
i Number of Students Achieving 
I Grade Group I Scores of 
: 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
I 
2 ! 2 I 4 I 9-12 
-------1-- -§-- 0 2 9 2 3 I. -- 5 o i 5-8 ·3 ,--4 12 101 1.2 i "15 3 3 : 0 - I 
2 1 3! 4 I 2 o . 1 - 4 ! 1 1 3 3 I 0 1 I 0 ! 0 
i I ol r I Total 1 5 1 7 15 8 6 I 5 21 [ I 
1$ 
0 
1 
0 
1 
lilllllll.:·-------------------------
TABLE 12 
Number of Students in Grade Groups Achieving Scores on 
Part V of Science Reasoning and Understanding Test. 
I Grade Group 
Total Possible Score, 9 
Number of Students Achieving 
1 
Scores of 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
11- 9-_12 5-8 
1-4 
I I I I I I 
. I I I I i l i 2 1 0 1 4 3 4 1 4 1 
· ' o T--s-1.--·-11 ·
1
 ·a 1 I5 -r ls~~~ ~- 6 1 3 J. o 
o l 3 4 4 ! 4 ! 2 1 1 ! 1 o 
I l I i ; ! 
'' ==T=o=t=a=l==========l==i=l=o==l ::::1::::5::::::1 :::::1:::3:::::::::! =2=3=\=2=0==i =1=1==8==· ==1== 
I 
The objective of each Part Test was then evaluated in 
terms of the percentage of students in each grade group and 
percentage of the total number of students who achieved the 
varying percentages of the total score. These results are 
given in Tables 13 to 17, inclusive. 
Grade 
,j 
Group 
9-12 
_Q_::J3 
--1-4 
TABLE 13 
Percentage of Students in Grade Groups 
Achieving Percentage of Total Score on Part I 
of Science Reasoning and Understanding Test. 
Total Possible Score, 3 
No. Percentage of Students in Grade Groups 
in Achieving Percentage of Total Score 
Grou2 ' 0~ 33~ 66~ lOO:rf 
20 15.0% 70.0% 15.0% -
63 7.9% ~ 38.1% 44.4% 9._6~ 
19 5.3~ 52.6~ 31.5~ 10.6 
I Total 102 5.9~ 36.3~ 47.0~ 10.8~ 
7 . 
• 
Grade 
Group 
---~~.l-.2_ 
-
o-a __ 
1-4 
Total 
TABLE 14 
Percentage of Students in Grade Groups 
Achieving Percentage of Total Score on Part II 
of Science Reasoning and Understanding Test. 
Total Possible Score, 23 
J 
No. Percentage of Students in Grade 
in Achieving Percentage of Total 
Grou:e ~·25~ 25-50~ 50-75~ 
I I I ' I I . I I I 20 l - _t -
__ ., __ 
l - 20.0% ! 80.0% i 
6~ ----- I _65.l.% 34.9% __ L_--~--- 19 10. 5o; 73.7° 15.8 I 
J 102 1.9%. I 57 !..9~ 40.2 i 
TABLE 15 
Percentage of Students in Grade Groups 
Achieving Percentage of Total Score on Part III 
of Science Reasoning and Understanding Test. 
Total Possible Score, 11 
Groups 
Score 
75-10.0~ 
-_---~-- 1 
-------
-------
-------
Grade 
Group 
No. 
in 
Percentage of Students in Grade Groups 
Achieving Percentage of Total Score I 
0 25-50 5 -75 
~· .... 12 -- -- ?0 
5-8 : 63 
·1:.4----r-·--- ------ ·g- ··· 
Total 102 
10.0% 
27.0% 
68.4 
31.4 
40.0% 
i~ .ljf~ 
t7 ( 
• 
Grade 
Group 
9-12 
__ Q_-8 
1-4 
, -;:~~ 
Grade 
Group 
TABLE 16 
Percentage of Students in Grade Groups 
Achieving Percentage of Total Score on Part IV 
of Science Reasoning and Understanding Test. 
Total Possible Score, 19 
r--· No. Percentage of Students in Grade Groups j 
in Achieving Percentage of Total Score II 
Gr~.o~u=p~--- 0-25 25-50 50-75 75-100~ 
20 
63 
19 
102 
------------=~:8% - ---··---~~-: ~~- -- i ----- .. Qg:~}-t __ :-.~ -~1~6~ 
-· ------i5.a%· - --- 68.4%·--r- --· r5:s%- 1 -----~~ 
l --; - , - - -
5.9% I 74.5% I 18.6% ' 1.o% 
T.ABLE 17 
Percentage of Students in Grade Groups 
Achieving Percentage of Total Score on Part V 
of Science Reasoning and Understanding Test. 
Total Possible Score, 9 
No. l Percentage of Students in Grade Groups ! 
in I Achieving Percentage of Total Score 
Group J 0-25% ~5-50% 50-75 75-100 
l ' I I ~~J-2 _ 1- __ __ 2_0 _ I ______ ~-Q· Q$ ___ ]___. _ 5 ._o% ... j_ 35. o$_ 
. .. 5-8 l 63 ' 7.9% ( _30 • . 2_% _ 47.6% . 
1-4 __ ~~ ----~1~9~-+--~1~5~·~8~%~r' --~4=2~·=1=%-+--~3=1~.5~%~~--~~~1 
Total 102 10.8% 27.5% 42.1% 
• 
ing the highest scores were in the highest grade group ex-
clusively. Students in the middle grade group achieved over 
a wider range of scores on all five parts than students in 
either the high grade group or the low grade group. 
Tables 13 to 17, inclusive, show that the percentage of 
students achieving only 0-25% of the total possible score 
was considerably greater among the low grade group than 
among either the middle or high grade group for Part Tests 
II, III, and IV. 
The percentag e of students achieving 50-75% of the 
total possible score is far greater in the high grade group 
than in either of the other grade groups for Parts II, III, 
and IV. 
No student achieved 75-100% of the total possible 
on Parts II and III, and only 1.5% of the large middle 
group achieved 75-100% of the total possible score on Part 
IV. 
7 ' 
• 
I 
On Part V, the percentage of students achieving 75-l00% 1 
of the total possible score was greatest in the high grade 
group, but 14.3% of the middle grade group and 10.6% of the 
low grade group also achieved at the same level. 
the percentage of students achieving 100% of the 
For Part I, 
total pos- I 
sible score does not differ very greatly from one grade 
group to another. However, the total possible score on Part 
I is only 3. 
When the five parts are compared with each other in 
terms of level of achievement by the students, it is found 
that large percentages of students achieve at the 25-50% 
and 50-75% levels on all five parts. On Parts I and V, 
10.8% and 19.6%, respectively, achieve above the 75% level. 
In addition, the largest percentages of students achieving 
at the 0-25% level are found on Parts III and v. 
I 
• 
CHAPTER V 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS 
Conclusions 
Correlations. For the most part, the correlations ob-
tained in this study are not very high." Ten correlations 
had a value which could have been obtained by chance varia-
tions alone and, , therefore, are not significant at the 1% 
level. Of the ~emaining correlations, eighteen have a value 
below .400 and, therefore, indicate slight relationships 
which, at best, have a predictive value for the individual 
ij of only 8. 3%. 
1 in terms of thi~ study. 
These correlations have little significance 
I A significant correlation of .546 was obtained for the 
I relationship between secon d semester physical science grades 
11 and the scores on the ACE Science Reasoning and Understanding 
I Test, Forni D. This correlation has a predictive efficiency 
of 15.8%, which is not high but has some significant value. 
11 Other significant correlations obtained include • 617 between 
second semester physical science grades and the scores on 
the National Colleg e Sophomore General Culture Total Score 
with a predictive efficiency of 19.5%; .491 between second 
semester physical science grades and scores on the NCS 
( S. 
• 
• 
Social Studies Test with a predictive efficiency of 12.8%; 
and .501 between scores on ACE Form D and scores on the NCS 
Science Test with a predictive efficiency of 13.4%. 
These correlations indicate that there is a marked re-
lationship between instructors' grades in a physical science 
course at Boston University Junior College and students' 
science reasoning and understanding ability, as measured by 
their performance on an objective test of. science reasoning II 
I 
and understanding. 
The scores on the NCS Science Test showed a more marked 
relationship with second semester physical science grades . 
The purpose of this test is to evaluate the students' gen-
eral understanding of science. Thus, the science grades ap-
pear to reflect students • general understanding of science ,, 
and their science reasoning ability to a significant degree. j 
The correlations indicate that understanding is reflected to I 
a slightly greater degree than reasoning ability. The rela- 1 
tionship between the scores on ACE Form D and the scores on 
the NCS Science Test suggests that both tests are measuring 
the same factor to some extent. There is bound to be some 
overlapping between these two tests since reasoning ability 
and understanding are closely related and interdependent to r 
a large degree. The realization of this makes the correla-
tion of .491 between second semester physical science grades j 
7 .. 
• 
• 
I 
I 
I 
and scores on the NCS Social Studies Test more understandabl~ 
If the NCS General Culture Tests, of whi'ch both the NCS 
Social Studies Test and the NCS Science Test are a part, 
evaluate understanding , then it is reasonable to expect that I 
when scores on one (NCS Science Test) correlate well with 
· science grades, scores on the other (NCS Social Studies 
Test) might also correlate well with science grades. The 
fact that the science and social science areas are not en-
tirely unrelated areas lends more support to this point of 
view. 
The correlation of the NCS General Culture Total Score 
with second semester physical science grades was . 597 . This 
reflects the same kind of relationship as the NCS Science 
II Test and the NCS Social Studies Test, the scores of which 
I are both a part of the NCS General Culture Total Score. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
However, this correlation was higher than expected because 
scores on two other parts of the NCS General Cultur e Test, 
Li terature and Fine Arts, showed low correlations of .264 
and .215, respectively, with second semester physical 
science grades. 
ence grades were all . below .400. The highest correlation, 
.378, between scores on the NCS Level of Comprehension Test 
17. 
.. 
•· 
and second semester physica~ science grades, has a predictNe 
efficiency of only 7.1%. This has very little significance 
for this study. It appears that the ability to achieve a 
satisfactory grade in the physical science course does not 
depend, to any marked degree, on high reading comprehension 
ability. This ma.y be largely a result of the fact' that 
three section meetings are held each week in this course, 
during which emphasis is placed on discussion as a means of II 
achieving the understandings in the course. Thus, to some 1 
extent, it is possible for a student to achieve satisfactory ! 
grades even though his reading skills are somewhat below 
average. It would seem, therefore, that performance with 
respect to reading skills might be of more value in terms 
of prediction in courses where greater emphasis is placed 
on reading with little opportunity for student participation 
in discussion groups. 
Multiple correlations. A multiple correlation of .674 
was obtained for scores on the ACE Form D and scores on the 
NOS Science Test with second semester physical science 
grades. This value has a predictive efficiency of 25.8%, 
which is greater than either of the tests alone. 
A second multiple correlation was obtained, which had 
the same predictive efficiency of 25.8%. This was the mul- I 
tiple correlation of the scores on ACE Form D and the NOS 
• 
=1~. =========="=== 
General Culture Total Score with a value or .673. These 
were the most signiricant of the multiple correlations ob-
tained. These values indicate that the relationship which 
exists between these tests and science grades is or such a 
nature that it may be or value in predicting achievement in 
a general education physical science course at Boston Uni-
versity Junior College. 
The relationship or scores on ACE Form D and scores on 
the NCS Science Test with second semester physical science 
grades also suggests that these science grades select, to 
some degree, students who have a general understanding of 
science and who have achieved a measure of reasoning abil-
ity in the science area. 
Multiple correlations obtained, using scores on the NCSI 
Level of Comprehension Test and scores on ACE Form D with 
second semester physical science grades, and NCS Reading 
Comprehension Total Score and scores on ACE Form D with 
second semester physical science grades, were .585 and .599, 
respectively. While these values represent an improvement 
over any one of these tests alone, they do not achieve the 
same level as the multiple correlations or .674 and .673, 
previously discussed • 
Part scores ££ ACE Form D. An evaluation or the five 
part scores for the ACE Form D Science Reasoning and Under-
• 
• 
standing Test provided data which are of va~ue in terms of 
curriculum improvement in the physical science course at 
Boston University Junior College. 
II Generally speaking, students with low grades tend to 
obtain low scores on the five Part Tests, while the scores 
obtained by students with high grades are much higher. 
Achievement of the group as a whole differed for each 
part. General achievement was best on Part Test V, which 
evaluates the ability to recognize and formulate attitudes 
11 
and take action after critical consideration. With respect 
to Parts III and IV, which measure the ability to recognize, 
state, and test hypotheses, and the ability to recognize, 
formulate, and evaluate conclusions, there were practically 1 
no scores which represented over 75~ of the total possible 
score on either Part Test. In addition, while substantial 
percentages of students with high grades had scores repre-
senting between 50~ and 75~ of the total possible scores, 
the percentage of students with average or low grades ob-
taining similar scores was quite low. 
On Part II, which measures t he ability to select, 
analyze, and evaluate information with respect to problems, 
II no students had scores representing over 75~ of the total 
possible score. 
Part I consisted of only three items and, therefore, 
& o 
• 
it i s dangerous to dr aw conc l usi ons r egarding performance of 
students with respect to this ability, because of the unre-
The fact that scores representing more than 75% of the 
total possible score were obtained in only one instance for 
Part IV and not at all for Parts II and III, even among stu-
dents with high grades, indicates a need for improvement in 
methods by which students may be able to achieve these ob-
jectives. In order to bring this about, several possibili-
ties might be considered. Material which will help students 
to achieve these objectives might be presented in new con-
,j texts which would be more meaningful to students. 
I 
Greater 
I 
I 
I 
emphasis might be 
and additional material provided over and above that now 
available. Classroom demonstrations might be re-examined 
with a view toward providing, through such demonstrations, 
an additional means of achieving these abilities. 
SWmmary of conclusions. The results of this study pro-
vide an indication that there is a marked relationship be-
tween instructors' grades in a general education physical 
science course at Boston University Junior College and 
1 . 
• 
• 
science reasoning ability of students, and between instruc-
tors' grades and a general understanding of science on the 
I 
II 
II 
part of the students. Further indication is provided that 
the performance of students on the ACE Form D Test of Science 
Reasoning and Understanding and the NCS Science Test offers 
some promise in terms of predictability of student achieve-
ment in the general education physical science course at 
1
1 Boston University Junior College. The study also furnishes 
lj information which can be of value in improving the physical 
I science curriculum to make available increased and more ade-
~ quate opportunities for students to develop science reason-
! ing ability to a higher degree. 
I• 
Limitations of the Study 
study group. It would have been desirable to have a 
1 
1 larger number of students in the study group. The 102 stu-
1 dents in the study group may not be a truly random sample. 
Out of the original 677 students in this class, who entered 
the Junior College in September, 1953, a large number trans- j 
ferred to other Colleges within Boston University. This I 
latter group represented students who had maintained a high 
grade point average during their first year • 
Another group pursued the business program at the 
Junior College during their second year. In addition, some 
students failed ·or dropped out of colLege for various ree.sons. 
jl 
• 
As a result, the study group may not be a representative 
sample and any interpretation of the results of this study 
should take these factors into consideration. 
Reliability of grades. Grading systems have frequently ~~ 
been questioned as to their reliability. The justification 
for this varies with the individual system. The grading 
system in the physical science course at Boston University 
J unior College depends primarily on objective tests and ex-
aminations. A distribution of scores for these testa and 
examinations is made and derived scores are obtained. Thus, 1 
the grades are determined in as objective a way as possible. 
However, a small portion of the grade depends on a subjec-
tive evaluation, on the part of the instructor, for essay 
tests and for student participation in section discussions. 
This would be a limiting factor in the reliability of grades 
and should be considered in the interpretation of the re-
sults of the study. 
Other limiting factors. In any interpretation of the 
correlations and multiple correlations obtained in this 
study, it should be kept in mind that the tests used in 
this study were administered near the end of the sophomore 
year rather than at the beginning. In other words, the 
students in the study group had completed three quarters of 
the general education physical science program at the time 
83. 
the tests were administered. Thus, in taking the tests, the ' 
II students had the opportunity to benefit by whatever they had 
W ,j learned in the course up to that time. This study, there-
• 
fore, does not present any conclusive evidence with respect 
to predictive value of the tests used in the study. Rather, 
II it suggests areas for further investigation, which might be 
11 profitable for purposes of prediction. These facts should 
also be considered in the interpretation of the evaluation 
of the part scores on the ACE Form D Science Reasoning and 
Understanding Test. 
The number of items in the Part Tests of the ACE Form 
D test should be taken into consideration in d etermining 
I their value in this study. The longest Part Test contains 
f only twenty three items, which is not enough to ensure a 
high degree of reliability. The other parts contain even 
fewer items and their reliabilities might well be even lower. 
Another limiting factor, which applies to all studies 
of this nature, is the variability in student performance on I 
tests at different times. This may be due to any one or mor 
of a number of factors, such as physical or mental fatigue, 
lack of inte'rest, emotional disturbances, or lack of adequat 
preparation for the particular examination. Inconsistent 
performance on examinations may be a factor which causes 
lower relationships between tests than would be obtained in 
4. 
-· 
the case of more consistent performance. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
This study has provided no data concerning the gains 
made by students in critical thinking ability. It is sug-
gested that additional research might be undertaken in this 
I direction. A Science Reasoning and Understanding Test, 
11 either ACE Form D or a similar one, might be given as a pre-
and post-test to evaluate science courses in terms of the 
opportunities provided for growth in critical thinking. 
Since critical thinking is such an important objective of 
all education, this type of evaluation might be used in 
areas other than science. 
Further studies might also be undertaken, using the 
National College Sophomore Tests and the ACE Form D Science 
11 Reasoning and Understanding Test to investigate more thor-
oughly the value of these tests for predictive purposes. 
Since the National College Sophomore Tests cover a range of 
subject-matter areas, and since critical thinking tests are 
available in areas other than science, these might be com-
bined to provide data of value in the prediction of academic 
succ ess in other subject-matter areas. 
In order to broaden the scope of prediction of academic 
success, further research might take into consideration fac-
tors which would make it possible to predict with some 
• 
• 
accuracy the academic success of students entering the Junio 
College as freshmen. These might include such factors as 
high school academic achievement, aptitude tests, and tests 
of critical thinking at the high school level • 
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